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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to describe the I-X system with its underlying representation: <I-N-C-A>. The latter can be seen as a description of an agent’s intentions, which can be shared and communicated amongst multiple I-X agents to coordinate activities in an emergency response scenario. In general, an <I-N-C-A> object describes the product of a synthesis task. In the multi-agent context it can be used to describe the intentions of an agent, although it also includes elements of beliefs about the world and goals to be achieved, thus showing a close relationship with the BDI agent model which we will explore in this paper. From a user’s perspective, I-X Process Panels can be used as an intelligent to-do list that assists emergency responders in applying pre-defined standard operating procedures in different types of emergencies. In particular, multiple instances of the I-X Process Panels can be used as a distributed system to coordinate the efforts of independent emergency responders as well as responders within the same organization. Furthermore, it can be used as an agent wrapper for other software systems such as web-services to integrate these into the emergency response team as virtual members. At the heart of I-X is a Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planner that can be used to synthesize courses of action automatically or explore alternative options manually.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There are a number of tools available that help people organize their work. One of these is provided with virtually every organizer, be it electronic or paper-based: the “to-do” list. This is because people are not very good at remembering long lists of potentially unrelated tasks. Writing these tasks down and ticking them off when they have been done is a simple means of ensuring that everything that needs to be done does get done, or at least, that a quick overview of unaccomplished tasks is available. In responding to an emergency this is vital, and the larger the emergency is, the more tasks need to be managed.

The I-X system provides the functionality of a to-do list and thus, it is a useful tool when it comes to organizing the response to an emergency. The idea of using a to-do list as a basis for a distributed task manager is not new [9]. However, I-X goes well beyond this metaphor and provides a number of useful extensions that facilitate the finding and adaptation of a complete and efficient course of action.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Firstly, we will describe the model underlying the whole system and approach: <I-N-C-A>. This is necessary for understanding the philosophy behind I-X Process Panels, the user interface that provides the intelligent to-do list. Next, we will describe how the intelligence in the to-do list part is achieved using a library of standard operating procedures, an approach based on Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning [14,20]. The HTN planning system built into I-X is seamlessly integrated into the system. I-X is not meant to only support single agents in responding to an emergency, but it also provides mechanisms for connecting a number of I-X Process Panels and supporting a coordinated multi-agent response. The key here is a simple agent capability model that automatically matches tasks to known capabilities for dealing with these tasks. Finally, we will discuss <I-N-C-A> as a generic artifact model for a synthesis task and show how its components relate the BDI model in the context of planning agents.

2 USING I-X PROCESS PANELS
I-X Process Panels constitute the user interface to the I-X system. They more or less directly reflect the ontology underlying the whole I-X system, the <I-N-C-A> ontology [23], which is a generic description of a synthesis task, dividing it into four major components: Issues, Nodes, Constraints, and Annotations. Of these, nodes are the activities that need to be performed in a course of action, thus functioning as the intelligent to-do list. The other elements contain issues as questions remaining for a given course of action, information about the constraints involved and the current state of the world, and notes such as reports or the rationale behind items in the plan.

2.1 The <I-N-C-A> Ontology
In <I-N-C-A>, both processes and process products are abstractly considered to be made up of a set of “Issues” which are associated with the processes or process products to represent potential requirements, questions raised as a result of analysis or critiquing,
etc. They also contain “Nodes” (activities in a process, or parts of a physical product) which may have parts called sub-nodes making up a hierarchical description of the process or product. The nodes are related by a set of detailed “Constraints” of various kinds. Finally there can be “Annotations” related to the processes or products, which provide rationale, information and other useful descriptions.

<1-N-C-A> models are intended to support a number of different uses:

- for automatic and mixed-initiative generation and manipulation of plans and other synthesized artifacts and to act as an ontology to underpin such use;
- as a common basis for human and system communication about plans and other synthesized artifacts;
- as a target for principled and reliable acquisition of knowledge about synthesized artifacts such as plans, process models and process product information;
- to support formal reasoning about plans and other synthesized artifacts.

These cover both formal and practical requirements and encompass the requirements for use by both human and computer-based planning and design systems.

2.1.1 Issues
The issues in the representation may give the outstanding questions to be handled and can represent decisions yet to be taken on objectives to be satisfied, ways in which to satisfy them, questions raised as a result of analysis, etc. Initially, an <1-N-C-A> artifact may just be described by a set of issues to be addressed (stating the requirements or objectives). The issues can be thought of as implying potential further nodes or constraints that may have to be added into the specification of the artifact in future in order to address the outstanding issues.

In work on I-X until recently, the issues had a task or activity orientation to them, being mostly concerned with actionable items referring to the process underway – i.e., actions in the process space. This has caused confusion with uses of I-X for planning tasks, where activities also appear as “nodes”. This is now not felt to be appropriate, and as an experiment we are adopting the gIBIS orientation of expressing these issues as questions to be considered [15,3]. This is advocated by the Questions – Options – Criteria approach [10] – itself used for rationale capture for plans and plan schema libraries in earlier work [12] and similar to the mapping approaches used in Compendium [16].

2.1.2 Nodes
The nodes in the specifications describe components that are to be included in the design. Nodes can themselves be artifacts that can have their own structure with sub-nodes and other <1-N-C-A> described refinements associated with them. The node constraints (which are of the form “include node”) in the <1-N-C-A> model set the space within which an artifact may be further constrained. The “I” (issues) and “C” constraints restrict the artifacts within that space which are of interest.

2.1.3 Constraints
The constraints restrict the relationships between the nodes to describe only those artifacts within the design space that meet the objectives. The constraints may be split into “critical constraints” and “auxiliary constraints” depending on whether some constraint managers (solvers) can return them as “maybe” answers to indicate that the constraint being added to the model is okay so long as other critical constraints are imposed by other constraint managers. The maybe answer is expressed as a disjunction of conjunctions of such critical or shared constraints. More details on the “yes/no/maybe” constraint management approach used in I-X and the earlier O-Plan systems are available in [21].

The choices of which constraints are considered critical and which are considered auxiliary are decisions for an application of I-X and specific decisions on how to split the management of constraints within such an application. It is not pre-determined for all applications. A temporal activity-based planner would normally have object/variable constraints (equality and inequality of objects) and some temporal constraints (maybe just the simple before {time-point1, time-point-2}) as the critical constraints. But, for example in a 3D design or a configuration application, object/variable and some other critical constraints (possibly spatial constraints) might be chosen. It depends on the nature of what is communicated between constraint managers in the application of the I-X architecture.

2.1.4 Annotations
The annotations add additional human-centric information or design and decision rationale to the description of the artifact. This can be of assistance in making use of products such as designs or plans created using this approach by helping guide the choice of alternatives should changes be required.

2.2 I-X Process Panels: Intelligent To-Do Lists
The user interface to the I-X system, the I-X Process Panel, shows four main parts that reflect the four components of the <1-N-C-A> ontology just described. They are labeled “Issues”, “Activities”, “State”, and “Annotations”, as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. An I-X Process Panel, shown here addressing a simulated oil spill incident.

In the case of the artifact to be synthesized being a course of action, the nodes that will eventually make up the artifact are activities, and these play the central role in the view of an I-X panel as an intelligent to-do list. Users can add an informal
description of a task to be accomplished to the activities section of the panel where it will appear as the description of that activity. Each activity consists of four parts listed in the four columns of the activities part of the panel:

- **Description:** This can be an informal description of a task such as “do this” or it can be a more formal pattern consisting of an activity name (verb) followed by a list of parameters such as:
  
  \[ \text{deploy \ ?team-type} \]
  
  where the words preceded by a question mark are variables that need to be bound before the task can be dealt with.

- **Annotation:** This can be used to add arbitrary pieces of information to a specific activity.

- **Priority:** This defines the priority of the activity. Possible values are Highest, High, Normal, Low, or Lowest.

- **Action:** This field contains a menu that gives the various options that are available to deal with the activity. It is the last field that allows the user to mark the task as “Done”, which corresponds to ticking off an item in a to-do list. Other options that are always available are “No action”, the default value until the task has been dealt with, or “N/A” if the activity does not make sense and is “not applicable” in the current context.

The entries in the action menu related to an activity are determined by the activity handlers. These are modules that can be plugged into the I-X system and define ways in which activities can be dealt with. If an activity handler matches an activity it can add one or more entries to the according action menu. The most commonly used activity handler in the context of HTN planning adds “Expand” items to this menu, and this is the point where the to-do list becomes intelligent.

Instead of just being able to tick off an activity, users can use the knowledge in a library of standard operating procedures to break an activity down into sub-activities that, when all performed, accomplish the higher-level task. Of course, sub-activities can themselves be broken down further until a level of primitive actions is reached, at which point the library of procedures no longer contains any refinements that match the activities. This mechanism supports the user in two ways:

- The library of standard operating procedures may contain a number of different refinements that all match the present activity. All of the applicable procedures are added to the action menu by the activity handler, thus giving the user a comprehensive and quick overview of all the known standard procedures available to deal with this task.

- When a refinement for an activity is chosen, the I-X Process Panel shows all the sub-activities as new items in the to-do list. This ensures that users do not forget to include sub-activities, a common problem especially for infrequently applied procedures.

Both of these problems become only more severe when the user is under time pressure and lives depend on the decisions taken.

Note that the intelligence of the to-do list comes in through the underlying HTN planner that finds applicable refinements in the library and, on demand, can complete a plan to perform a given task automatically, propagating all constraints as it does so. Equally important, however, is the knowledge contained in the library of standard operating procedures.

### 2.3 Other Features

As activities are the nodes that make up a course of action, it is only natural that the activity part of the I-X Process Panel forms the centre of attention for our view of I-X as an intelligent to-do list. In fact, we have implemented a cut-down interface called Post-IX which only shows this part of the panel (and so provides a minimal or ‘entry level’ interface to the system). We shall now briefly describe the other parts of a panel and how they are used.

World state constraints are used to describe the current state of the world. Essentially, these are a state-variable representation of the form “pattern = value” allowing the user to describe arbitrary features of the world state. They are displayed in the I-X Process Panel in the constraints section. However, it is not expected that users will find this list of facts about the world style representation very useful. Thus, I-X allows for the registration of world state viewers that can be plugged into the system. For example, BBN Openmap [11] has been used in a number of applications to provide a 2D world map with various features. Most importantly, it can be automatically synchronized with the world state constraints such that icons in the map always represent current positions of the entities they represent. Constraints are propagated and evaluated by constraint managers that are plugged into the I-X system.

Issues can be seen as a meta to-do list: instead of listing items that need to be done to deal with an emergency in the real world, they list the questions or outstanding items that need to be dealt with to make the current course of action complete and consistent. Often, these will be flaws in the current plan, but they can also be opportunities that present themselves, or simply facts that need to be verified to ensure a plan is viable. Issues can be either formal, in which case registered issue handlers can be used to deal with them just like activity handlers deal with activities, or they can be informal.

Annotations are used for arbitrary comments about the course of action as a whole, stored as “keyword = value” patterns.

### 3 STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

As outlined above, standard operating procedures describe the knowledge underlying the intelligent to-do list. The formalism is based on refinements used in HTN planning and will be explained next. However, users are not expected to learn this formalism, but they can use a domain editor and its graphical user interface to define the library of procedures.

#### 3.1 Activity Refinements in HTN Planning

What are known as standard operating procedures to domain experts are called methods in HTN planning [5]. Methods formally describe how a task can be broken down into sub-tasks. The definition of a method consists of four main parts:

- **Task pattern:** an expression describing the task that can be accomplished with this method;
• Name: the name of this method (there may be several for the same task);
• Constraints: a set of constraints (e.g. on the world state) that must hold for this method to be applicable; and
• Network: a description of the sub-tasks into which this method refines the given task.

The task pattern of a method is used for matching methods to items in the activity list. If the task pattern matches the activity the method will appear in the action menu of the activity in the panel as a possible expansion. This is also where the name of the method will be used: the menu displays an entry “Expand using <name>” where name is the name of the method. In this way, the user can easily distinguish the different options available. The constraints are used to decide whether the method is applicable in the current world state. If they are satisfied, the method can be selected in the action menu, otherwise the unsatisfied constraints can be seen as issues, namely sub-goals that need to be achieved in some way. Finally, the network contains the list of sub-tasks that will be added as activities to the panel when the method is selected. The ordering constraints between sub-tasks are used to show in the interface those sub-tasks that are ready for tackling at any given time.

3.2 The I-X Domain Editor
Figure 2 shows an example of the I-X Domain Editor for defining standard operating procedures. The panel on the left lists all the currently defined procedures by name, and the task pattern they match. One, called “Oil Spill Response (General)”, is shown being edited. There are a number of views available to edit a refinement. The one shown is the graphical view which shows all the direct sub-tasks with their begin and end time points. Arrows between these activities indicate temporal ordering constraints, for example, the activity “Control source of spill” cannot be started before “Ensure safety of public and response personnel” has been completed. However, the activities “Control source of spill” and “Manage coordinated response effort” can then be performed in parallel. Other views show the conditions and effects that can be defined for refinements.

4 AGENT COORDINATION WITH MULTIPLE PANELS
So far we have described I-X as a tool for assisting a single person in organizing and executing the response to an emergency. However, I-X is also a tool that supports the coordination of the response of multiple agents. I-Space is a tool in which users can register the capabilities of other agents. These capabilities can then be used from an I-X panel through inter-panel communication. Augmented instant messaging can be used to directly communicate with other responders via their panels.

4.1 I-Space
Every I-X panel can be connected to a number of other I-X agents. Each I-X agent represents an agent that can potentially contribute to the course of action taken to respond in an emergency. The I-Space holds the model of the other agents and can be managed with a simple tool as shown in figure 3.

Associated with each agent are one or more communication strategies which define how messages can be sent to this agent. By default, a built-in communication strategy simply sends XML-formatted messages to a given IP-address and socket. Alternatively, a Jabber-strategy [7] is available for using a chat-based mechanism for communication. New communication strategies can be added to communicate with agents implemented using different frameworks.

Figure 3. The I-Space Tool. The agents' relations to each other governs the nature of interactions between them.

4.2 Agent Capabilities
At present there is only a relatively simple capability model implemented in I-X. The idea behind this model is that activities...
are described by verbs in natural language and thus, a task name can be used as a capability description. Parameter values are currently not used to evaluate a capability. Each agent is associated with a number of capabilities that can be called upon.

In the future it will be possible to use a much more sophisticated model. The problem with more complex representations is often that matching capabilities to tasks can be computationally expensive, and when the number of known capabilities becomes large, this can be a problem, which is why the current model is so simple. On the other hand, capabilities can often only be distinguished by a detailed description. One approach to this trade-off is to provide a representation that is flexible, allowing for a more powerful representation where required, but retaining efficiency if the capability description is simple [24].

Conceptually, the description of a capability is similar to that of an action, which is not surprising as a capability is simply an action that can be performed by some agent. A capability description essentially consists of six components:

- **Name**: The name of a capability corresponds to the verb that expresses a human-understandable description of the capability.
- **Inputs**: These are the objects that are given as parameters to the capability. This may be information needed to perform the capability, such as the location of a person to be recovered, objects to be manipulated by the capability, such as paper to be used in a printing process, or resources needed to perform the capability.
- **Outputs**: These are objects created by the capability. Again, this can be information such as references to hospitals that may have been sought, or they can be new objects if the capability manufactures these.
- **Input constraints**: These are effectively preconditions, consisting of world state constraints that must be true in the state of the world just before the capability can be applied. Usually, they will consist of required relations between the inputs.
- **Output constraints**: These are similar to effects, consisting of world state constraints that are guaranteed to be satisfied immediately after the capability has been applied. Usually, they will consist of provided relations between the outputs.
- **I-O constraints**: These cross constraints link up the inputs with the outputs. For example, a prioritization capability might order a given list of options according to some set of criteria. A cross constraint, referring to both the situation before and after the capability has been applied is necessary to say that the given list of options and the prioritized list contain the same elements.

This capability model can be used to describe the abilities of real-world agents that ultimately must be deployed to do things, or for software agents that provide information that can be used to guide the activity in the physical world.

### 4.3 Handling Activities through Task Distribution

From a user's perspective, task distribution is integrated into the user interface through the "action" menu in the activities part of the panel as just another option available to deal with an activity. The agent relationship is used to determine in which way the activity can be passed to another agent, for example, if the other agent is a subordinate the activity can simply be delegated to the agent.

The capability model is used to filter the options that are listed in the action menu. Currently there is the option of specifying no capabilities for an agent in which case the agent will always be listed. If there is a list of capabilities associated with an agent then these options will only be listed if there is an exact match of the verb capability.

### 4.4 Structured Instant Messaging

Another tool that is widely used for the coordination of efforts in response to an emergency is instant messaging. Like a to-do list, it is very simple and intuitive, but it lacks the formal structure that is needed when the scale of the event that needs to be addressed increases. As for the to-do list, I-X builds on the concept of instant messaging, extending it with the <I-N-C-A> ontology, but also retaining the possibility of simple and informal messages. Thus, users can use structured messaging when this is appropriate, or continue to use unstructured messaging when this is felt to be more useful.

The structured version can be activated by selecting a message type: issue, activity, constraint or annotation, rather than a simple chat message. An <I-N-C-A> object with the content of the message will then be created and sent to the receiving I-X agent. Since all messages between agents are <I-N-C-A> objects, the receiving agent will treat the instant messenger generated message just like any other message from an I-X panel, e.g. the message generated when a task is delegated to a subordinate agent. In this way, structured instant messaging can be seamlessly integrated into the I-X framework without losing the advantages of informal communications.

### 5 I-X/<I-N-C-A> AND THE BDI MODEL

The idea behind <I-N-C-A> is that it can be used as a generic representation for any synthesized artifact. The nodes are the components that make up the artifact and the constraints restrict the ways in which the components may be synthesized for the design to be successful, i.e. they give relations between the components of the artifact as well as objects in the environment. The issues are the questions that need to be answered before the design is complete and the annotations hold background information of any kind. In the context of planning nodes are actions that need to be synthesized, constraints restrict the way actions can be related to each other, e.g. using the before relation to define a partial order, or what needs to be true in the environment for a plan to be applicable, issues are the items that still need to be worked on before the plan achieves its objective, and annotations hold background information about the plan such as rationale or assumptions. Thus, the task of planning can be described as synthesizing an <I-N-C-A> object, namely a plan which is just an instance of a synthesized artifact. In classical AI planning, a plan is considered to be a solution for a given planning problem if it achieves a goal, i.e. if the performance of the actions in the plan makes the goal condition true.

Two of the properties that are often associated with intelligent agents, amongst others, are that they are situated and that they should exhibit a goal-directed behaviour [13,6]. By “situatedness”
we mean that an agent exists in and acts upon some environment. The agent may be able to sense the environment and therefore hold some beliefs about the state of its environment. A goal is a condition that an agent desires to hold in its world, and if it is not believed to be true already, the agent may be able to act towards achieving. The (goal-directed) behavior of an agent is made up of the actions it performs and their performance is not just by accident but because it intends to do these actions. Beliefs, desires and intentions are the three cognitive primitives that form the basis for the BDI model of agency [19].

At present, the BDI model is probably the most widely used formal model for describing agents. <I-N-C-A> is the model underlying the I-Plan planner in I-X that is based on decades of planning research. Despite the difference in origin, the two models are closely related and we shall now explore this relation in more detail, by comparing a BDI agent with an I-X agent.

We model an I-X agent by its current (possibly partial) plan (an <I-N-C-A> object) and its world state constraints (as described on the I-X panel). We can relate this to the beliefs, desires and intentions of a BDI agent as described below. The task-oriented nature of I-X means that intentions naturally become most prominent, and it is with these that we begin.

### 5.1 Intentions

Essentially, I-X agents are focused on intentions. In BDI intentions can be considered to be relationships between an agent and a (again, possibly partial) plan; in the I-X ‘world’ a plan is the principal <I-N-C-A> object. Specifically, the nodes in an <I-N-C-A> plan are the intended actions; the activity constraints in <I-N-C-A> arrange these actions into a plan; the world state constraints in <I-N-C-A> correspond to that subset of the BDI beliefs that must be held if the plan is to be applicable. <I-N-C-A> issues are related to desires as described below.

### 5.2 Beliefs

Beliefs are relationships between agents and statements about the world. An I-X agent maintains only specific beliefs, namely: ‘facts’ about the world that are believed to be true, modeled as constraints in the panel; capability descriptions of other agents in the world; and beliefs about how activities affect the state of the world. Note that the task-centric view of I-X agents means that the knowledge of other agents cannot be easily represented.

### 5.3 Desires

Desires are not explicitly represented in <I-N-C-A>, but we can say there is a function that can map a given set of BDI desires and an intended partial plan to a set of unresolved or outstanding issues. This means that, in a given context, we can take a BDI description and map it to an <I-N-C-A> object. Correspondingly, given a set of issues and a partial plan, we can derive a super-set of the agent's desires. Initially, when there are no activities then the set of issues correspond to the desires, and eventually, when the plan is complete (and hence, will fulfill the agent's desires), the set of issues will be empty. At any intermediate point, the set of issues will correspond to those desires that the current partial plan will not, as yet, fulfill. Annotations can be used to capture the relationship between satisfied desires and the elements of the plan that satisfy them.

### 5.4 Summary

This shows that the I-X model of agency and the BDI model are quite similar in many respects. The main difference is rooted in the task-centric view taken by the I-X agent. The <I-N-C-A> model is more specific when it comes to representing plans and activities, but focuses on activity-related beliefs. While this is not a restriction imposed by the <I-N-C-A> model, it is so in the I-X architecture with its specific syntax for representing world state constraints. This is of course necessary to build practical planners for efficient problem solving in real world applications.

### 6 APPLICATIONS

I-X has been applied to a number of application scenarios in the area of emergency response. In this section we survey some of the current applications.

#### 6.1 Co-OPR

Personnel recovery teams operate under intense pressure, and must take into account not only hard logistics, but "messy" factors such as the social or political implications of a decision. The Collaborative Operations for Personnel Recovery (Co-OPR) project has developed decision-support for sensemaking in such scenarios, seeking to exploit the complementary strengths of human and machine reasoning [2,22]. Co-OPR integrates the Compendium sensemaking-support tool for real-time information and argument mapping, using the I-X framework to support group activity and collaboration. Both share a common model for dealing with issues, the refinement of options for the activities to be performed, handling constraints and recording other information. The tools span the spectrum, with Compendium being very flexible with few constraints on terminology and content, to the knowledge-based approach of I-X, relying on rich domain models and formal conceptual models (ontologies). In a personnel recovery experimental simulation of a UN peacekeeping operation, with roles played by military planning staff, the Co-OPR tools were judged by external evaluators to have been very effective.

#### 6.2 I-Rescue

Siebra and Tate [18] have used I-X to support coordination of rescue agents within the RoboCup Rescue simulation [8]. Strategic, Tactical and Operational levels of decision-making were modelled. Their work shows the integration of an activity-oriented planner with agent collaboration using the <I-N-C-A> framework, enabling the easy development of activity handlers that are customized according to the tasks of each decision-making level.

#### 6.3 FireGrid

FireGrid [1,4] is a multi-disciplinary UK project to address emergency response in the built environment, where sensor grids in large buildings are linked to faster-than-real-time grid-based simulations of a developing fire, and used to assist human responders to work with the building’s internal response systems and occupants to form a team to deal successfully with the emergency.

The goal of FireGrid is to integrate several technologies, extending them where necessary:

- High Performance Computing applied to the simulation of fire spread and structural integrity.
• Sensors in extreme conditions with adaptive routing algorithms, including input validation and filtering.
• Grid computing including sensor-guided computations, mining of data streams for key events and reactive priority-based scheduling.
• Command and control using knowledge-based planning techniques with user guidance. The I-X technology is to be applied at this level.

This command and control element essentially provides an integrating 'knowledge layer' to the system. By using <I-N-C-A> to formalize the interactions between the various participating agents (which, as can be seen from the above description, are drawn from quite different fields and cultures) we hope to harness their various capabilities to provide a seamlessly integrated, response-focused system from the perspective of the human controller.

### 6.4 AKT e-Response

The Advanced Knowledge Technologies (AKT – see www.actors.org) project is an inter-disciplinary applied research project involving a consortium of five UK universities, concentrating on 'next generation' knowledge management tools and techniques, particularly in the context of the semantic web. Emergency response has been chosen as an appropriate task to act as a focus for an integrated demonstrator of a number of AKT technologies.

To this end, we are currently developing a scenario that builds upon the RoboCup-Rescue project “Kobe earthquake” simulator [8]. This project was begun in the wake of the devastating 1995 earthquake to promote applied research to address the inadequacies of the then available IT systems to cope with the demands of the situation. The Kobe simulator was developed to provide a focus to this effort; it models the immediate aftermath of the earthquake, with fires spreading across a district of the city, injured and trapped civilians, and blocked roads hindering response units. Researchers from various fields are invited to participate in the project as they see fit; for instance, the ideas of multi-agent systems researchers can be applied to the coordination of the available (firefighter, police, ambulance) rescue units to attempt to produce an effective response to the disaster. Indeed, this task has become something of a test-piece for researchers interested in agent coordination, with regular competitions to evaluate the relative success (in terms of minimizing overall human and material cost) of different strategies.

However, since the AKT project is focused less on multi-agent systems than on more ‘semantic’ open systems centred on and around humans, for the purposes of the integrated demonstrator we are addressing the task of supporting the high-level strategic response to the emergency. In particular, we aim to provide an ‘intelligence unit’ for the strategy-makers that maintains an overview of the current state of the emergency and the response to it; allows them to access relevant ‘real’ information about the affected locations; lets them explore available options and revise the strategy; and provides a means by which to enact this strategy by relaying orders, reports and other information up and down the chain of command. Since we are looking beyond the simulated world and aim to exploit existing resources and information to guide the response, we have taken the pragmatic decision to relocate the emergency to London, and in particular the central City of London region, because a number of the AKT technologies are geared towards mining English-language WWW resources for information. (Furthermore, the earthquake has now become a civilian aircraft crash affecting the area, earthquakes of destructive magnitude being rare in the UK.)

The demonstrator is to be underpinned by semantic web technologies. The intelligence unit is supported by a ‘triple-store’ database of RDF ‘facts’ described against OWL ontologies describing types of buildings, medical resources, agents, events, phenomena, and so on. This database is to be populated in part by mining WWW pages. A semantic web service-based architecture [17] will be used to provide a flexible and open framework by which, for example resource management, expertise location, situation visualization and matchmaking services can be invoked. Compendium will again be used as the principal interface to the system, providing an ‘information space’ in which the state of the response is described as it evolves, and from which the various services can be invoked. Alongside this, and building on the I-Rescue work, I-X will be used to provide a process-oriented view of the response, with calls to libraries of standard operating procedures providing plans for dealing with archetypal tasks, and activities delegated to agents further down the command-chain, down to and including rescue units ‘on the ground’, also modelled as I-X agents. <I-N-C-A> will be used to formalize the information passed between the agents, and allow it to be located appropriately within the information space.

Looking beyond AKT, we aim to make the modified simulation and the associated semantic resources available to the wider research community, the intention being to provide a test-bed for (and challenge to) semantic web and knowledge management researchers. By engaging these researchers in this manner, we hope to contribute to the RoboCup-Rescue project and its laudable aim of advancing the state-of-the-art in disaster management and response technologies.

### 7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described the I-X system which can be seen as a distributed and intelligent to-do list for agent coordination in emergency response. In this view, the system can be used as an extension of a familiar and proven concept, integrating new technologies in a seamless way. Most importantly, it provides an HTN planner that uses methods (standard operating procedures) to define ways in which tasks can be accomplished, and a capability model that describes other agents in a virtual organization. Together these technologies are used to effectively support emergency responders in organizing a collaborative response quickly and efficiently.

A fundamental conceptualization underlying the I-X architecture is the <I-N-C-A> model of a synthesized artifact. This shows up in the internal representation used by I-Plan, in the structure of messages exchanged between I-X agents, and in the user interface, the I-X Process Panels. <I-N-C-A> was developed in the context of AI planning as plan representation but can be generalized to generic synthesis tasks. Furthermore, we have shown that it is closely related to the BDI model of agency, thus providing further evidence that <I-N-C-A> is indeed a good basis for the I-X agent architecture which combines AI planning technology with agent-based system design into an practical...
framework that has been and is being applied to several emergency response domains.
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